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Introduction
Over the past 15 years the use of globally distributed computing resources has been a critical ingredient for many large scientific projects. For example, the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) [1] has been built to serve the needs of the high energy physics (HEP) experiments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [2] at the European Laboratory for Particle Physics (CERN) in Geneva, Switzerland. Numerous scientific results have been produced using the WLCG, including in particular the discovery of the Higgs Boson [3, 4] , by the CMS [5] and Atlas [6] experiments, which led to the 2013 Nobel Prize in Physics.
The WLCG today brings together computing resources from nearly 160 computer centers in 35 countries, with approximately 350,000 x86 cores of compute power and 200PB of storage, with 10Gb network links connecting most centers. Although it is not traditionally considered as a supercomputer, the compute capacity of the WLCG resources is similar to those provided by the most powerful supercomputers [7] . Just as importantly, our rough estimates (scaling up from the set of machines currently in use at FNAL) of the power requirements of the WLCG are O(10MW), even before taking into account the Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) of the participating computer centers. This is again in line with the most powerful supercomputers.
Planning is also underway for a major upgrade, the High Luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC) [8] , which will run through ∼2030. The data volume increase over the next 15 years will be O(10 3 ) and naive extrapolations from today's software indicates that compute needs could increase by factors O(10 3 -10 4 ), significantly faster than usual Moore's Law extrapolations. Significant efforts will be required to reduce that to a level which is possible within funding limits, but it is likely that significant globally contributed compute resources will be continue to be required.
In this paper, we focus in particular on the power aspects of this large distributed computing system. The distributed ownership of the clusters which make up the WLCG implies that the resulting costs are also distributed, however optimizations are in principle possible at all levels. For a given set of hardware, there are three possible goals for throughput-oriented scientific computing applications:
(a) optimizing for maximum performance or throughput (the primary focus today), and/or (b) optimizing to reduce the total power use for fixed throughput, i.e. the power efficiency (throughput per Watt), and/or (c) optimizing to reduce total power cost for a given throughput
We will refer back to these three goals in the later sections of this note.
Computing Model -Current Practice
The construction of the WLCG was greatly facilitated by the convergence, around the year 2000, on Linux and commodity x86 processors as the standard for HTC scientific clusters like those used in HEP. The resulting homogeneity significantly simplified the use of the compute resources as a "build once, run anywhere" scheduling model was possible for the application software.
The distributed computing and data management models of HEP experiments, however, introduced a simplifying restriction whereby "jobs are sent to data". The computing model of the CMS experiment [9] is a typical example. Datasets are transferred in advance and placed statically in storage (e.g. with tools like PhEDEx [10] ) in one or more centers. Each time it is necessary to run an application using data from those datasets as input, the relevant application software is transferred to one of the centers where the required input data can be read via LAN access from sitelocal storage ("data locality"). In order to insure the full utilization of compute resources replicas of data are made manually in multiple sites as required. In the first years of the WLCG many of the computer centers were new and not yet operating at full reliability. The static placement strategy minimized dependencies between centers and allowed for efficient and scalable commissioning of the resources. It had however the disadvantage of requiring significantly more storage than strictly necessary due to the dataset replication. The wide area network (WAN) was also underutilized as a resource, despite being significantly more robust than originally imagined.
The applications used in HEP are embarrassingly parallel, with no communication required between running instances. Each application simply reads some piece of input data and outputs as a result some processed or reduced version of that data. The applications themselves have a simple, sequential design (no threading). This was consistent with the decades long trend by industry to turn exponential increases in transistor counts over time for the same cost (Moore's Law) into equivalent exponential gains in the performance of sequential software applications like those used in HEP. Around 2005, power density limitations in chips ended this trend, and sequential applications can no longer be made to run exponentially faster on subsequent generations of processors [11] . This is true even if the underlying transistor count continues to increase per Moore's Law. The initial response of industry to these power density limits was the introduction of "multicore" CPUs, with more than one functional processor on a chip. HEP responded to the evolution from single-core to multi-core by simply scheduling additional sequential applications onto the additional cores. In this way net throughput continues to scale roughly with Moore's Law even if individual application performance does not. As a downside, this has greatly increased the number of simultaneous running jobs in the computing systems, increased the total amount of memory needed and placed more stringent requirements on the scalability of job management systems, data access systems, and so forth.
While aggregate power costs and limitations have been important in individual centers, the WLCG system as a whole does not account for or use information about power use or costs operationally, nor do the systems or software used by the WLCG users (i.e. HEP experiments).
Computing Model -Evolution
The computing model described in Sec. 2 represents the period in which the WLCG was created through the end of the first LHC Run (∼2006-2013). The computing model is now evolving, or under pressure to evolve, for a variety of reasons. In this section we go through the most important changes and argue that, taken together, they enable an operational model where the WLCG can be treated as an integrated, global "power-aware" system.
Transition to multi-core aware software applications
As described earlier, the introduction of multicore processors in ∼2005 was an epochal change. Power (density) limitations ended the era of Moore's Law scaling for sequential applications, as multi-core processors were introduced. Since the available applications were still sequential (nonthreaded), an "application per core" scheduling model was adopted. As more cores appear in processors, this model led to the use of batch schedulers to schedule ever smaller fractions of the total computing resources (within batch nodes, and within individual CPU dies).
HEP experiments are now in the process of transitioning to multi-core aware (threaded) application frameworks [12] [13] [14] which are capable of scheduling work across multiple cores. In the near term, this will resolve some current problems with the "application per core" model, such as ever increasing total memory requirements and scheduler scaling issues with the number of total jobs. In the medium term, however, it represents a significant opportunity for optimization of the processor use, both for performance and for power, at the application level. Although programming multi-threaded applications is more complex than sequential applications, they can potentially make choices and coordinate resources for performance and power efficiency better than coarsegrained, incoherent scheduling of independent processes by a batch scheduler. The newer model will be hierarchical: the batch scheduler will schedule a larger resource (e.g. a whole node) and within that the software application will schedule local resources.
For various data management, workflow or bookkeeping reasons, it is also often the case that individual jobs are configured to process a minimum amount of input data (e.g. an entire file or data taken during a fixed amount of time such as a "luminosity section"). This minimum "job size" often implies a minimum wall clock time duration for jobs which can at times be many hours or, in extreme cases, days. Before 2005 increasing processor clock frequencies reduced these minimum job durations over time. In the multicore era, only multi-threaded applications can reduce wall clock times for such jobs. Jobs which complete in a shorter wall clock time, but nonetheless use many processor cores, are useful when power costs vary over the day.
Processor Technology
The same power density limitations that led to multicore CPU's are having additional effects. The performance-per-cost improvement of 40% or more per year, seen in the 1990's and early 2000's [15] , has been replaced by more meager expectations of 20-25% per year [16] , even when taking into account the full use of multicore processors. In the worst case, this corresponds to a factor of 6 growth instead of a factor of ∼30 from Moore's Law over the next decade. The need for larger performance gains drives interest in the use of other processor architectures, including "lightweight" low-power general purpose cores, specialized architectures like GPUs and/or large vector units, etc. These architectures typically have better performance per watt than today's standard general purpose cores, however fully exploiting these newer architectures typically implies significant reengineering of software applications [11, 17] .
Examples of these alternate architectures are already being deployed today, in the form of coprocessors (GPUs and Intel's Xeon Phi), in computer centers shared with other scientific fields. HEP applications are in general not yet capable of using them, however many preliminary studies have been done [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] and a few specific applications are leading the way [26] [27] [28] [29] . Several groups have investigated the use of low power mobile processors (e.g. ARM) for HEP applications [30] [31] [32] . In fact there is some expectation that the power density limitations will lead to System-on-Chip (SoC) [33] architectures mixing special purpose GPUs with lower power general purpose cores. The net effect of this evolution will be significantly more heterogeneity in the computing systems in use, with large variations in performance and power characteristics both within a given center and between centers. In addition significant variation in the efficiency with which applications use any given hardware configuration is likely.
Data Federations
The reliability of all WLCG computer centers has greatly improved from the experience gained during the first LHC run. More sophisticated data management and access models are thus possible. In particular it is now possible to relax the "data locality" requirement. For example, CMS is currently deploying a worldwide data federation [34] using the xrootd data access system to access data remotely across the WAN [35, 36] . Via the data federation an application running in one center can open a file for reading, and the system will find and allow remote reads from a copy of the file wherever it is located in the world. Efficient remote access to data removes compute and storage locality requirements, and allows for many additional job scheduling options for throughput or power efficiency reasons.
3.4 WLCG as a global power-using computing system
As described above, the WLCG is evolving. The introduction of multi-threaded applications and the decoupling of locality requirements for storage add significant new flexibility to global job scheduling. At the same time, evolution towards heterogeneous computing hardware and heterogeneous resource provisioning will require more sophisticated approaches to achieve both maximum throughput and power efficient usage. As such, it becomes possible to consider the WLCG not only as a globally distributed computing system, but also as a system with significant power requirements and many opportunities for optimization of the power use.
Existing Research on Energy Efficiency
Optimization of power costs for large computing centers is of general interest and significant research has been done. Already in 2007 energy proportional computing [37] was identified as an emerging focus area for data centers and large scale infrastructures. The goal in data centers was and is threefold, namely one wants to:
• decrease consumption in order to achieve lower operating costs and reduce environmental impact
• maintain performance by exploiting better energy proportionality of hardware components
• schedule applications in an energy optimal manner.
Reducing the power costs of large scale infrastructures can be accomplished in several manners. [38] and [39] were among the first to propose to exploit the differences in energy pricing in order to place location of computation in a power aware manner. The knowledge of the actual power profiles of the equipment in the data centers and of the network devices connecting them allows to distribute computation and data storage more efficiently, as we have shown in [40] . Exploiting hardware characteristics requires proper models and energy profiles of hardware components. Work in this area abounds: [41] focused on modeling virtual machine's contribution to the consumption of physical nodes; [42, 43] proposed statistical power models for GPUs; [44] profiles network equipment. Application scheduling and resource scheduling are emerging now as an integrated approach for large scale distributed systems [45] .
In the High Performance Computing (HPC) area, there has been much focus in recent years on Exascale Computing [46, 47] , including the challenge of limiting the total power consumption of such machines to O(20MW). Exascale computing has some points in common with HTC, in particular regarding the evolution of hardware. However it differs in two important ways. First, synchronization requirements of large parallel HPC applications place more constraints on runtime scheduling choices and use of power saving functionalities (e.g. dynamic voltage and frequency scaling, DVFS) than HTC applications, which can be deployed independently in a fine-grained fashion. Second, whereas an HPC installation will be located in a single location with a single hardware architecture, distributed HTC (as in the WLCG) allows for exploitation of geographically heterogeneous power costs and heterogeneous hardware choices.
In this note, we explore the application of some of these ideas to distributed HTC systems, taking into account the specific characteristics of these kinds of applications.
Example Computer Centers
No full compilation of the energy use of all of the WLCG centers exists at this time. Here we provide some illustrative examples of relevant characteristics for two large computing centers.
Princeton University Tigress High Performance Computing Center
The Tigress High Performance Computing Center at Princeton University is an example of a university research computing facility used for a broad mix of scientific and engineering research purposes including both traditional HPC and batch-oriented high throughput applications. Although not currently integrated into WLCG, it is used as a Tier3 resource by CMS.
The dedicated computer center was built with the intention of replacing the research computing clusters set up by individual departments and research groups in university buildings not designed for that purpose. The center opened in 2011 on the Princeton Forrestal campus. It was designed for up to 5MW utility power into the building and 3MW to the data hall at full build out (currently only 1.8MW of UPS is provisioned). To supplement the utility power, it has a 2.5MW emergency diesel generator and a 2.0MW natural gas generator. The latter is used at times that electricity is expensive, currently 1800+ hours per year. It is designed for a PUE of 1.5 at full build out, and currently varies 1.4-1.7. Typical power use today is 1.2MW.
Power costs range from ∼$0.08 to $0.80 / kW hour in New Jersey, with an average of $0.09 -$0.10 / kW-hour. Princeton pays on a minute by minute basis. The co-generation plant on campus includes predictive modeling to know when to turn on and off. The natural gas generator leverages this capability to know when to turn on and off. While not all electricity markets have this kind of dynamic pricing, in places where it exists it provides for work scheduling choices to reduce power cost.
FNAL Tier 1 Computing Center
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL), in Batavia, IL (USA) provides Tier-1 computing center resources as part of the CMS experiment. Fig. 1 shows the average CPU utilization efficiency over the past year for the set of nodes comprising the WLCG Tier1 computing center. The average CPU efficiency varies over time and in practice is often less than 100%. Fig. 2 shows the utilization by job type for both the Tier1 and for a dedicated analysis cluster. Two things are visible. First, utilization of all available job slots is high, but not always 100%. At times some slots will be idle. Second, the origin of the variation in CPU utilization efficiency is clearer: jobs can be classified into two rough categories: "production" jobs with high CPU efficiency and "analysis" jobs with lower efficiency. The analysis jobs typically need to read more data (relative to computation) and are waiting on input data. (The change in job mix can in part be attributed to the fact that early 2014 corresponds to the midpoint of a 2 year shutdown of the LHC for upgrades, and thus a reduced need for "production" jobs and a higher fraction of analysis jobs.) The type characteristics of jobs are often known or can be measured, as 100's or 1000's of jobs of a given type are usually submitted together. Again, work scheduling choices can reduce power cost.
Computing Hardware
The power consumption of individual hardware components, in particular processors, is one important ingredient for the optimization of overall power use and cost. Most WLCG sites have multiple purchases of computing nodes made over the past 4-5 years, with some reporting nodes in use for up to 8 years after purchase. Different generations of nodes having wildly different performance per unit power characteristics. (Up to a factor of 20 in the case of 8 years of purchases.) In addition, the future introduction of either low-power cores or co-processor cards (GPUs, Xeon Phi), coupled with varying application efficiency in using them, will introduce further heterogeneity. When jobs are not 100% efficient an additional important aspect is the power proportionality of the systems. Fig. 3 shows one such comparison, between a standard x86 server and (for illustration) a simple development board for a low-power processor. In cases where CPU utilization is less than 100% due to job inefficiency or due to empty job slots (idle cores), these curves illustrate the varying cost of different machines. Also in this case, the introduction of co-processors will change significantly these curves, and their importance will grow as application efficiency in using the co-processors may vary significantly. For hardware combinations that are not fully powerproportional (i.e. consuming zero power for zero throughput), the most power-efficient working point is of course 100% utilization, but this is not always achievable.
Note that the non-zero idle power contains contributions not only from the (idle) processor, but also from the motherboard, power supply, internal disks and the bulk memory. HTC clusters are often built to "worst case" application requirements and typically extra memory and/or local disk capacity is added because of small purchase-time cost. As power use and cost become more important, characterization of power proportionality curves at purchase time will also help quantify eventual operational costs from such choices.
Performance-Aware Applications and Scheduling
Before considering the power-related aspects of applications and scheduling, we first consider additional emerging opportunities from performance-aware applications and scheduling, i.e. goal (a) in Sec. 1.
An application's performance can be characterized by its throughput, CPU efficiency, memory use, etc. Today's simple, sequential applications are however typically not designed to measure anything about their performance because they were not designed with any significant run-time adaption to change their behavior. At best they make such measurements, but purely for reporting purposes. All "adaption" is usually left to external entities such as the workflow management system or even to the user/programmer to adapt in the next version of the program.
As described in Sec. 3.1 and 3.2 application designs are evolving to use multiple cores and specialized processing capabilities such as GPUs, explicitly taking on work-and resource-scheduling responsibilities that sequential applications lacked. These designs in principle can evolve to measure performance and adapt the amount and type of work they schedule within the application to maximize throughput. Typically they do this today in a basic fashion at job startup, e.g. by noting the number of cores and/or GPUs available and configuring the job to use them. Similar optimizations are possible for memory and local disk use for caches. A logical next step would be for the job to adapt itself as it runs based on performance measurements, e.g. by starting additional threads, scheduling larger chunks of input data, etc. This kind of fine-grained performance optimization cannot be done by a batch scheduler, but only by the software application itself.
Performance measurements from the application itself, especially in terms of "average throughput" achieved, can also be used for more effective job scheduling. (We use throughput, meaning average output per unit time, and not absolute output, as the latter will vary depending on particular job configurations.) Already today, sequential application performance will vary from (general purpose) core to core depending on processor type (CPU, cache memory, etc.). How it varies will also depend on the specifics of the particular application type. Note that it should be possible for each application type to measure "throughput" on its own terms. Rather than use the absolute value of that quantity for scheduling purposes, suitably normalized (across processor type) averages can be calculated and the marginal advantage of any particular scheduling choice could in principle be calculated and comparisons made between different application types. This becomes even more interesting as hardware becomes heterogeneous and application designs permit running on multiple hardware configurations (e.g. code which runs via OpenCL on both CPUs and GPUs). In this way, scheduling choices can be made to maximize the overall throughput of the heterogeneous system with a mix of application types.
Power-Aware Computing
Once optimizations to achieve maximum throughput have been made, a logical next step would optimization of power use or cost for a given throughput, i.e. goals (b) and (c) from Sec. 1. We consider a number of cases.
In the simple case where there is insufficient work in the queue (i.e. job slots are empty, as is seen from time to time in Fig. 2) , two possibilities exist. The simplest solution is that new jobs can be scheduled on the most power efficient hardware possible. For general purpose CPUs, the power efficiency can simply be determined via one-time hardware characterization and used for all subsequent scheduling choices. For more complex heterogeneous mixes or varying CPU utilization efficiencies, power-aware applications might be needed to provide both throughput and power use characterization of each application type. Measuring the power requires both hardware and operating system support (e.g. via interfaces such as IPMI). A more complex solution would be aggregation (via scheduling or virtual machine migration) of all jobs on the most power efficient nodes and (temporary) powering down unused nodes if their idle power is non-negligible.
In the more common case where a sufficient queue of work exists, but the applications have a mix of processor utilization efficiencies, two possibilities exist. Processor utilization efficiencies can be less than 100% for multiple reasons, including latencies due to input and output (I/O) of data, insufficient parallel computation (for multi-threaded or codes which use coprocessors) and/or insufficient memory. As in the previous section one can still define a throughput metric for each application type on its own terms, and similarly a throughput per power metric, and use these to do job scheduling. Note that this naturally encompasses situations where a particular application cannot use a coprocessor card such as a GPU, but is able to use the host CPUs on the same machine. The gain in terms of relative throughput for each application type for scheduling choices as well as idle power is treated quantitatively.
In the presence of process inefficiency and when sufficient memory is available, one strategy today to increase the aggregate throughput is to overschedule the compute resource with multiple jobs. Some sites in fact do this, however it is limited by the available memory and in cases where I/O is limited by filesystem access rather than latencies it may be counterproductive. In addition, overscheduling of emerging architectures (larger numbers of lower power cores, coprocessor cards) is more complex than general purpose cores.
Thus the two methods for exploiting a mix of application efficiencies both aim to reduce power cost, but exploiting temporal or geographical price variations in power cost. As described in the Tigress example in Sec. 5.1, power costs can vary dynamically in some centers and some component of this variation is predictable (e.g. day/night or peak/off-peak use variations). The temporal power-aware scheduling choice within a single center would be to schedule the most processor efficient jobs (with the highest power needs) during the periods of lowest power cost, and those with lower processor utilization efficiency during the periods of higher cost. Net throughput would in principle remain the same on average. Similarly, a geographical power-aware scheduling choice is available on distributed computing systems like the WLCG which takes advantage of the fact that the phase of temporal variation and average local power costs vary from center to center.
Simulation results
A simple simulation [48] allowed us to quantify the relation between possible performance improvements and energy savings in the WLCG under different scheduling policies. We focused on seven Tier2 sites, for which we knew the processor types present and the job history from information in the CMS Dashboard [49] . Fig. 4 shows the scheduling scheme we simulated; we relied on two sets, a processor set and an available job set, to couple jobs and processor with each other. The processor set distinguishes available nodes in terms of their performance. The job set relies on information from actual WLCG job logs to classify incoming jobs as low and high CPU efficient based on the author previous running history.
Once a processor becomes available the scheduling algorithm will find the best job in the job pool for the specific processor. For our experiments we used three different types of algorithms: (1) FIFO scheduling selects the first initiated job in the queue is executed first; (2) Energy efficient scheduling aims to schedule CPU intensive jobs on relatively energy efficient processors. This results in lower total energy consumption as CPU intensive jobs benefit more than the lesser CPU intensive jobs of the better energy profile of the processor; and (3) CPU performance scheduling schedules jobs to processors with a performance that is proportional to the estimated relative CPU efficiency of the job. Fig. 5 shows that both the performance and energy scheduling significantly reduce energy consumption in comparison to FIFO scheduling; the average improvements over the seven sites are respectively 6.74% and 7.07%. Similarly Fig. 6 shows an improvement in the performance of the two efficiency-oriented algorithms over the basic scheduler. The average improvement in this case is 3.44% for the CPU scheduling and 2.95% for the energy scheduling. These results don't identify energy or performance scheduling to be best, but clearly show that they should be preferred to job and processor agnostic schedulers. Given the focus in Tier2 sites is on performance the CPU performance scheduler will be in most cases the optimal choice.
Conclusions and Future Work
In the preceding sections, we have described general ideas as to how power optimizations could be made on a large distributed computing system like the WLCG. We take into account current and future computing models and foreseen technology evolution.
The first step we are taking is to model distributed systems such as the WLCG that present different power cost functions, heterogeneous hardware choices and serve a diverse range of applications. Our upcoming work will proceed in steps toward this goal. First we will determine what it is possible to measure today at each of the sites in terms of power use, as well as possible variations the power costs in WLCG computer centers. Secondly, this macro knowledge will be coupled with further characterization of the evolving power and performance characteristics of available hardware, including coprocessors and SoCs. Ultimately by determining what node/processor level power savings might be possible through application choices, we will be able to develop power aware applications on heterogeneous hardware and we will examine power and throughput impact of power-aware scheduling.
In this paper we have discussed the application and exploitation of various techniques to reduce power consumption and cost in distributed high throughput computing clusters such as the WLCG. Such techniques will be of use to build the computing systems of ever greater computational throughput required for the scientific problems of the next decade and beyond.
